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SECRETARY 

 
 
December 23, 2015 
 
Khoa Nguyen 
Director, Office of Technical Services 
Federal Highway Administration 
3500 Financial Plaza, Suite 400 
Tallahassee, Florida 32312 
 
Re: State Specifications Office 
 Section 5100705 
 Proposed Specification: 5100705 Navigation Lights for Fixed Bridges. 
 
Dear Mr. Nguyen: 
 
We are submitting, for your approval, two copies of the above referenced Supplemental 
Specification.  
 
The changes are proposed by Amy Tootle of the State Construction Office to require all 
construction‐related documentation to be submitted by electronic means for consistency with the 
State Construction Office e-Construction initiative. 
 
Please review and transmit your comments, if any, within two weeks. Comments should be sent 
via email to daniel.scheer@dot.state.fl.us. 
 
If you have any questions relating to this specification change, please call me at 414-4130. 
 
      Sincerely, 
       
      Signature on file 
       
      Daniel Scheer, P.E. 
      State Specifications Engineer 
 
DS/dt 
Attachment 
cc: Florida Transportation Builders' Assoc. 
 State Construction Engineer



5100705 
All Jobs 

NAVIGATION LIGHTS FOR FIXED BRIDGES. 

(REV 10-14-15) 

SUBARTICLE 510-7.5 is deleted and the following substituted: 

 510-7.5 Installation: Install conduit in accordance with National Electrical Contractors 
Association (NECA) “Standard of Installation” and manufacturer’s instructions. 
  Arrange supports to prevent misalignment during wiring installation. Support 
conduit using straps, lay-in adjustable hangers, clevis hangers, and split hangers. Do not support 
conduit with wire or perforated pipe straps, plastic straps, or plastic hangers. Ensure that all wire 
used for temporary supports is removed upon completion of installation. 
  Install an expansion fitting for specified PVC conduit at all structure expansion 
joints or where movement between adjacent sections of conduit is expected. Provide Submit 
certification to the Engineer from the manufacture that the expansion fitting meets the following 
minimum requirements: compatibility with the connected conduits, water proof, UV protected, 
and allows longitudinal movement equal to that of the expansion joint or movement expected. 
  Route exposed conduit parallel and perpendicular to walls or route conduit in the 
railings. Install conduits to be continuous and watertight between boxes or equipment. Protect 
conduits at all times from the entrance of water and other foreign matter by being capped or well 
plugged overnight and when the work is temporarily suspended. 
  Cut conduit square using saw or pipe cutter; de-burr cut ends. Bring conduit to 
shoulder of fittings; fasten securely. Use conduit hubs to fasten conduit to metal boxes. Do not 
install more than the equivalent of three 90 degree bends (total 270 degrees) between boxes. Use 
conduit bodies to make sharp changes in direction such as around diaphragms. 
  Join PVC conduit using cement recommended by manufacturer. Wipe PVC 
conduit dry and clean before joining. Apply full even coat of cement to entire area inserted in 
fitting. Allow joint to cure for a minimum of 20 minutes before pulling conductors. 
  Do not use flexible conduit extensions greater than 24 inches in length. Ensure 
that all flexible conduit extensions are equipped with bonding jumpers. 
  Do not allow moisture traps; provide pull box with drain fitting at low points in 
exposed conduit system. 
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